Male pubertal development: are endocrine-disrupting compounds shifting the norms?
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Abstract

Endocrine-disrupting compounds (EDCs) are synthetic or natural compounds that interfere with endogenous endocrine action. The frequent use of chemicals with endocrine active properties in household products and contamination of soil, water, and food sources by persistent chemical pollutants result in ubiquitous exposures. Wildlife observations and animal toxicological studies reveal adverse effects of EDCs on reproductive health. In humans, a growing number of epidemiological studies report an association with altered pubertal timing and progression. While these data are primarily reported in females, this review will focus on the small number of studies performed in males that report an association of polychlorinated biphenyls with earlier sexual maturity rating and confirm subtle effects of lead, dioxins, and endosulfan on delaying pubertal onset and progression in boys. Recent studies have also demonstrated that EDC exposure may affect pubertal testosterone production without having a noticeable effect on sexual maturity rating.

A limitation to understand the effects of EDCs in humans is the potential for confounding due to the long temporal lag from early-life exposures to adult outcomes. The complex interplay of multiple environmental exposures over time also complicates the interpretation of human studies. These studies have identified critical windows of vulnerability during development when exposures to EDCs alter critical pathways and affect postnatal reproductive health. Contemporaneous exposures can also disrupt the hypothalamic–pituitary–gonadal axis. This paper will review the normal process of puberty in males and summarize human data that suggest potential perturbations in pubertal onset and tempo with early-life exposures to EDCs.
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Introduction

While earlier onset of thelarche and pubarche in females has been consistently observed in recent decades (Euling et al. 2008a), the trends in male pubertal timing are less clear. Some studies report an earlier age of onset for pubic hair and testicular development in males, whereas others dispute such temporal shifts (Euling et al. 2008a). An important contributor to the secular trend in female pubertal timing is the significant improvement in overall public health over the past century. Multiple reports, however, also emphasize the potential role of environmental chemicals, specifically endocrine-disrupting compounds (EDCs; Acerini & Hughes 2006, Euling et al. 2008b, Mouritsen et al. 2010, Toppari & Juul 2010). EDCs are hormonally active compounds that are speculated to...
have a causative role in the recent decline in sperm counts and impaired fertility worldwide, as well as the region-specific changes in the prevalence of hypospadias and cryptorchidism, and reproductive tract cancers (Sharpe & Skakkebaek 1993). This review explains pubertal development in males, summarizes the reproductive effects of EDCs in animal models and their connection to human health, and reviews the available human data relating to EDC exposure and male pubertal timing.

**Male pubertal development**

Puberty is an important parameter of reproductive health, marking the sexual maturation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal (HPG) axis that culminates in adult hormonal profiles and physical changes that are essential for reproductive fitness. The reawakening of the HPG axis stimulates gonadal sex steroid production, which leads to development of secondary sexual characteristics, accelerated growth, and achievement of fertility. Pubertal status and progression are evaluated using a sexual maturity scale developed by Tanner and now adopted widely (Marshall & Tanner 1970).

The GNRH pulse generator and the HPG axis are functional by the end of the first trimester of gestation (Grumbach 2002). After birth, the HPG axis is active until ~6 months of life, with gonadotropin and sex steroid concentrations peaking between 4 and 12 weeks of life (Forest et al. 1973, Anderson et al. 2003), representing the ‘mini-puberty’ of infancy. Subsequently, GNRH pulsatility is markedly reduced and the HPG axis is relatively quiescent throughout childhood. Onset of puberty is characterized by pulsatile GNRH release from the hypothalamus that stimulates pituitary LH secretion, which in turn drives testosterone production by testicular Leydig cells (see Fig. 1). Short bursts of LH release occur nocturnally early in puberty, accompanied by nighttime elevations in serum testosterone. GNRH also increases FSH secretion, which promotes maturation of the seminiferous tubules and spermatogonia. Serum concentrations of LH, testosterone, and inhibin B are positively associated with age and pubertal progression (Anderson et al. 2003, Crofton et al. 2004). A large, cross-sectional study measured LH, testosterone, and inhibin B levels in 828 boys aged 6–11 years in an effort to understand the relationship between hormone concentrations and pubertal staging (Lee et al. 2010b). The increment in LH and testosterone concentrations was greatest from ages 9 through 11 years, whereas a progressive rise in serum inhibin B was seen from age 6 years onward. While these hormones increase with advancing age and progressive pubic hair and genital stages, individual hormone levels significantly overlap between Tanner stages, making it difficult to establish distinct criteria to delineate pubertal onset and stages (Fig. 2). For example, while the mean testosterone values increase from 0.87 to 0.97 nmol/l in genital stage 1 vs 2, the confidence limits overlap extensively (0.67–1.07 for stage 1 vs 0.76–1.25 for stage 2; Lee et al. 2010b).

The critical determinants of pubertal activation of the HPG axis have not been fully identified, but somatic growth, body fat, diet, stress, photoperiod, circadian rhythm, gonadal steroids, energy expenditure, and olfactory cues influence the neuronal network to modulate pubertal onset (Ebling 2005). Kisspeptins are a family of peptides encoded by the KISS1 gene on chromosome 1q32 that bind to GPR54 (KISS-1 receptor), a member of the rhodopsin family of G-protein-coupled receptors (reviewed in Roseweir & Millar (2009) and Kauffman (2010)). Kisspeptin is produced as a 145 amino acid propeptide that is cleaved to generate the bioactive kisspeptin-54. Analysis of expression reveals that KISS-1 axon terminals densely innervate the infundibular stalk and lamina terminals in the hypothalamus while KISS-1-ir axon varicosities are found in a number of hypothalamic regions, including the ventral periventricular, supraoptic, preoptic, paraventricular, and infundibular nuclei. KISS-1-ir fibers are also present in the ventromedial and dorsomedial hypothalamus, the medial septum, and stria terminalis. KISS-1 and GNRH have overlapping expression in circumventricular organs, and KISS-1-containing axon varicosities are contiguous to GNRH neuronal dendrites, while GPR54 is expressed on GNRH neurons as well as in

**Figure 1**

Schematic of the HPG axis and the potential endocrine targets for EDC perturbation of puberty.
The intimate connection between neurons expressing KiSS-1 and GNRH, established via KiSS-1 binding to GPR54, supports the crucial role of the kisspeptin/GPR54 ligand receptor complex in pubertal activation of the HPG axis.

Hypothalamic expression of KISS1 and GPR54 mRNA increases in rodents and primates as puberty progresses (Roseweir & Millar 2009, Ojeda et al. 2010). In addition, the greater number of GNRH neurons depolarized by KISS1 during puberty in the mouse is thought to be due to increased GPR54 sensitivity to KISS1 and apposition of KISS1 and GNRH neurons (Roseweir & Millar 2009). In male rhesus monkeys, mRNA expression of KISS1 but not GPR54 increases with pubertal progression, suggesting that the ligand is the primary regulatory factor. Studies in juvenile female rats and nonhuman primates demonstrate that repetitive administration of exogenous KISS1 is needed to elicit puberty (Ojeda et al. 1986). Adult morphology, motility, and concentration of sperm are not achieved until near sexual maturity (Kulin et al. 1989). During stages 3–4 of pubertal development, adolescent gynecomastia occurs in ~50% of adolescent males, while testicular and inhibin B levels in the peripubertal period and racial/ethnic differences among boys aged 6–11 years: analyses from NHANES III, 1988–1994. Clinical Endocrinology 73 744–751).
males (Biro et al. 1990). The breast tissue usually regresses within 1 year, but may persist longer in obese males. Those with Klinefelter syndrome or partial androgen resistance typically have permanent gynecomastia.

Much debate surrounds the validity and reliability of population studies evaluating genital staging and timing of puberty, as most studies use visual inspection or self-reported pubertal status without directly assessing testicular volume (Walvoord 2010). The secular trend of a decreasing age of puberty during the 19th and early 20th century is most likely due to improved nutrition and sanitation and public health infection control (Walvoord 2010). There remains debate as to whether this secular trend has continued in the past half century in boys as described in girls (Herman-Giddens et al. 1997, Euling et al. 2008a). The first national survey that included data on male pubertal onset was the National Health Examination Survey III (NHES III), conducted between 1966 and 1970 in 3130 children aged 12–17 years (Harlan et al. 1979). The Hispanic Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (HHANES), conducted from 1982 to 1984, also assessed pubertal development, although only among Hispanic Americans 10–18 years of age. The National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey III (NHANES III, 1988–1994) examined 2114 children aged 8–19 years and estimated the median age at entry of Tanner 2 genitalia stage at 10.3, 10, and 9.2 years for Hispanic, white, and black males respectively by visual inspection (Herman-Giddens et al. 2001). Using data from these three studies (1966–1994), Sun et al. (2005) concluded that the onset of puberty and progression to mid-puberty are occurring at an earlier age for white males and Hispanic males but not for non-Hispanic black males. The age of attainment of sexual maturity among these groups, however, is unchanged and even later for non-Hispanic white boys. Other groups compared data from the Bogalusa Heart Study and NHANES III and noted a trend toward an earlier age of the male pubertal growth spurt, which supports an earlier age of pubertal onset and pace (Karpati et al. 2002).

Researchers in Denmark examined the secular trend in pubertal onset using rigorous assessment tools that include testicular volume measurement and gonadotropin and sex steroid measurements (Sorensen et al. 2012). The study design also included comparisons of Danish males from the same communities, studied 15 years apart, 1991–1993 and 2006–2008. Puberty began 3 months earlier for males in the latter group, although this was not significant when the results were corrected for BMI. In addition, LH levels were higher in the latter group, which investigators attribute to the effects of obesity and/or influence of endocrine disruptors. By contrast, USA data suggest that increased BMI is associated with pubertal delay in males rather than earlier onset (Lee et al. 2010a).

An expert panel reviewed the studies on pubertal timing from 1940 to 1994 to ascertain whether a secular trend exists during this time period (Euling et al. 2008a). One of the complexities in comparing different studies is that pubertal milestones are not as easily identified in boys and therefore methodology varied from reliance upon visual inspection of staging to the use of surrogate measures such as voice change or attainment of adult height as endpoints associated with sexual maturation (Rockett et al. 2004). Most studies lacked measurement of testicular volume, which is the most reliable method of assessing pubertal onset and progression. The panel concluded that data on male puberty were insufficient to confirm a secular trend toward earlier puberty. This is largely due to the paucity of data on male pubertal trends as well as concerns regarding data quality among existing studies. Nevertheless, animal studies suggest that exposure to EDCs perturb reproductive development and fertility. Recently, epidemiological studies are starting to report associations of gestational or childhood exposures with pubertal onset or progression and other disorders of the reproductive system in males (Nebesio & Pescovitz 2005, Euling et al. 2008b, Schoeters et al. 2008, Jacobson-Dickman & Lee 2009, Patissa & Adewale 2009, Mouritsen et al. 2010). Assessment of the role of EDCs on pubertal onset, however, is complicated by the significant contributions of genetics, nutrition, somatic growth, and overall health on pubertal timing. Nevertheless, a geographically based increase in the incidence of hypospadias, cryptorchidism, and testicular germ cell cancers has been observed, and sperm counts and fertility rates have declined worldwide raising concerns about environmental influences on male reproductive health (Sharpe & Skakkebaek 1993, Acerini & Hughes 2006). To explain these observations, the testicular dysgenesis syndrome has been proposed to hypothesize that fetal exposure to estrogenic chemicals during testicular development leads to long-term effects on male reproductive health (Sharpe & Skakkebaek 1993).

### Endocrine-disrupting compounds

The definition of an EDC was recently broadened by the Endocrine Society to include any compound that perturbs endocrine action (Zoeller et al. 2012). Many natural and synthetic compounds have activity in endocrine organs or...
signaling pathways, but not all alter endocrine systems in ways that impair human health. During the last century, the abundance of synthetic chemicals developed for consumer products, and commercial industrial processes have raised significant concerns with respect to health effects (Diamanti-Kandarakis et al. 2009). Furthermore, organohalogens generated during industrial processes have also been a cause for concern. In 1962, Rachel Carson published Silent Spring, an account of the severe reproductive toxicity of pesticides in avian species (Carson 1962). This launched investigations into the role of chemicals as potential environmental toxins. These studies revealed that some chemicals exert detrimental effects due to their hormonal activity, thus the term ‘EDCs’ or ‘endocrine disruptors’ was coined. Examples include pharmaceutical compounds, such as diethylstilbestrol (DES), a synthetic estrogen, as well as industrial or agricultural chemicals such as plasticizers or insecticides. EDCs interfere with hormonal pathways through a multitude of mechanisms. They can compete for estrogen receptor binding and activation, interfere with post-receptor signaling pathways, and modulate synthesis, bioactivity, or degradation of hormones, receptors, and cofactors. Most EDCs are classified as xenoestrogens, whereas others inhibit androgen production and function. The aromatic hydrocarbons disrupt hormonal pathways by binding to the arylhydrocarbon receptor (AhR). Besides acute effects, EDCs can also interfere with developmental programming, during critical periods of embryogenesis, resulting in long-term effects on health.

Examples of synthetic EDCs are listed in Table 1. In addition, naturally occurring compounds such as soy phytoestrogens and lead, cadmium, and other heavy metals are also considered as EDCs. Several properties of industrial and pharmaceutical chemicals increase their toxicity. Lipophilic compounds bioaccumulate through the food chain and concentrate in adipose tissue. For some chemicals, the metabolized intermediary compound is even more toxic than the parent compound. Moreover, while chemical stability is a desirable characteristic for an industrial chemical, this results in compounds that are highly resistant to degradation and therefore termed ‘persistent organic pollutants’. Indeed, with worldwide contamination of soil, air, and water, there is universal exposure to environmental chemicals, and concentrations in humans reach levels associated with animal toxicity.

The pharmacokinetics of EDCs demonstrates an atypical U-toric dose-response curve for some chemicals, whereas others have an inverted U-toric curve. Endpoints of EDC toxicity include both acute and latent effects (Schoeters et al. 2008, Toppari & Juul 2010). Prenatal and neonatal periods are particularly susceptible to EDCs. Animal studies illustrate critical windows of susceptibility to EDCs during fetal life that involve epigenetic changes affecting metabolic and endocrine pathways (Dolinoy et al. 2007, Walker & Gore 2011). Interestingly, these effects have been observed with doses considered to be below the lowest observable adverse effect level (Diamanti-Kandarakis et al. 2009). Individual- and inter-species variation in susceptibility may be due to differences in pharmacokinetics (i.e. absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion) and/or genetic polymorphisms in key genes such as the AhR. In humans, the long interval from exposure to endpoints (favoring retrospective study design), difficulty in assessing internal exposures, and the setting of mixed exposures over a lifetime confound the analysis of the health effects of EDCs.

**EDCs and puberty in rodent models**

Animal studies demonstrate both central and peripheral mechanisms for interfering with puberty. Moreover, pubertal timing can be influenced by either prenatal or postnatal exposure to EDCs, depending on the compound and species. During early stages of CNS development and sexual differentiation, EDC exposure can disrupt many aspects of the HPG axis, from neuroendocrine organization and feedback loops to gonadal sex steroid synthesis (Navarro et al. 2009, Walker & Gore 2011). In rodents, early exposure to sex steroids is crucial for appropriate Kiss1r mRNA expression (Tena-Sempere 2010). Sex steroids are also important for increased production of hypothalamic kisspeptins as puberty progresses. Synthetic estrogen exposure during critical periods in rodent development resulted in decreased hypothalamic Kiss1 mRNA expression and lack of GNRH activation and gonadotropin secretion. Administration of kisspeptin reverses the inhibition of pubertal activity by estrogen exposure, highlighting the potential for EDCs to perturb the kisspeptin system. EDC actions are often sexually dimorphic, with estrogenic compounds eliciting opposite effects in males and females. Some compounds generate divergent effects, with the dose and timing of administration during sexual development being particularly important. For example, prenatal exposure to genistein results in pubertal delay in female rats, whereas postnatal exposure results in premature puberty (Rasier et al. 2006, Dickerson & Gore 2007).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>Reproductive toxicity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DES (synthetic estrogen)</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Chemical Structure" /></td>
<td>ER agonist</td>
<td>Genitourinary development Reproductive tract tumors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methoxychlor (insecticide)</td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Chemical Structure" /></td>
<td>Metabolite is ER agonist</td>
<td>Genitourinary development Puberty Spermatogenesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDT (insecticide)</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Chemical Structure" /></td>
<td>ER agonist DDE (metabolite) is AR antagonist</td>
<td>Testicular descent Puberty Spermatogenesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bisphenol A (epoxy resin/polycarbonate)</td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Chemical Structure" /></td>
<td>Anti-androgen ER agonist</td>
<td>Sex differentiation Prostate development Puberty Reproductive tract tumors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCB (insulator/coolant)</td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Chemical Structure" /></td>
<td>ER agonist AR antagonist Inhibits sex steroid synthesis</td>
<td>Sex differentiation Neuroendocrine axis Puberty Spermatogenesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phthalate (plasticizer)</td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Chemical Structure" /></td>
<td>Anti-androgen ER agonist Inhibits androgen synthesis</td>
<td>Sex differentiation Genitourinary development Spermatogenesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genistein (plant estrogen)</td>
<td><img src="image7" alt="Chemical Structure" /></td>
<td>ER antagonist ER agonist</td>
<td>Neuroendocrine axis Puberty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dioxin (organo-chlorine)</td>
<td><img src="image8" alt="Chemical Structure" /></td>
<td>Anti-estrogen Anti-androgen Inhibits androgen synthesis</td>
<td>Genitourinary development Neuroendocrine axis Puberty Spermatogenesis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DES, diethylstilbestrol; DDT, dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane; PCB, polychlorinated biphenyls; DDE, dichlorodiphenyldichloroethylene.
Most compounds with weak estrogenic activity cause earlier onset and/or more rapid progression of puberty in females. Alternatively, a spectrum of effects may be observed in males exposed to compounds with estrogenic activity, from no noticeable effect to pubertal delay. Diethylhexylphthalate (DEHP), a phthalate plasticizer used in infant toys and medical tubing, is one of the few compounds associated with an earlier onset of male puberty. Ge et al. (2007) examined the effects of postnatal DEHP treatment on two measures of rat puberty: preputial separation (PPS), a rat correlate of male pubertal onset, and testicular steroidogenesis. In rats treated for 21 days after weaning with daily gavage DEHP (10 mg/kg), PPS occurred 2 days earlier and serum testosterone concentrations were higher than those in control rats. Higher doses (750 mg/kg) paradoxically caused a 5-day delay in PPS and inhibited testosterone concentrations. The authors also showed that the rise in serum testosterone was not accompanied by any changes in pituitary LH mRNA expression, suggesting that the DEHP effects were probably mediated directly on the testosterone biosynthetic pathway rather than via the HPG axis. This dose-dependent stimulatory effect of DEHP causing earlier pubertal onset has not been reported in males exposed to other EDCs.

Estrogenic chemicals generally delay pubertal onset in male rodents (Rasier et al., 2006, Dickerson & Gore 2007). DES, a non-steroidal potent estrogen, is the classic compound first appreciated to cause adult reproductive toxicity in offspring exposed to DES in utero (Herbst et al. 1971). The different reproductive outcomes observed by shifting exposure windows for DES illustrate that a single compound may act via different mechanisms and that the dose–responses are nonlinear. Transplacental and lactational exposure to DES through weaning (PND21) causes a delay in two reproductive endpoints: descent of the testes and PPS. Exposure to DES through drinking water during the peripubertal and young adult time period (PND21–100) results in a similar phenotype. By contrast, only descent of the testes is affected when the exposure window is restricted to the lactational period or if exposure is interrupted at PND10 and neither of these reproductive endpoints are observed with gestational exposures only (Odum et al. 2002). The nonlinear dose–response effects of DES are best illustrated with the postnatal treatment model. The highest dose tested by this group (10 mg/l) had no effect on either testicular descent or PPS while the intermediate dose of 60 μg/l resulted in a 2- to 3-day delay in testicular descent and a 5-day delay in PPS. Lowering the dose of DES to 30 μg/l reduced the PPS delay to 2 days (Odum et al. 2002). The lack of effect on PPS timing with gestational exposures was also observed by Yoshimura et al. (2005). Shin et al. (2009) explored the dose effects of DES in a narrower postnatal treatment window (PND33–54) on male pubertal development and hormone profile. The lowest gavage dose of DES (10 μg/kg per day) had no effect on PPS timing, whereas 20 and 40 μg/kg per day caused a delay in PPS. All three doses of DES delayed the pubertal increase in secretion of LH and testosterone and exerted dose-dependent inhibition of testicular weight and spermatogenesis. Others have shown similar effects of postnatal exposures to p,p'-dichlorodiphenyldichloroethylene (DDE) and BPA on age of PPS as a measure of male reproductive developmental timing (Tan et al. 2003, Yoshimura et al. 2005). These studies led to the important observation that for DES and similar estrogenic compounds, gestational and early neonatal exposures had no effect on male pubertal measures. Postnatal exposure during the peripubertal and pubertal maturational processes, however, can perturb several processes associated with male sexual maturation.

By contrast, gestational exposure to polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB) mixtures and either gestational or lactational exposure to dioxins were associated with delayed PPS across species and strains, implicating different mechanisms of action for these compounds compared with the estrogenic chemicals described earlier. Chronic gestational exposure to 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD) through maternal diet also caused a delay in PPS (Bell et al. 2007). Gavage of a mixture of dioxins, furans, and non-ortho PCBs that reflects the relative ratio of these compounds in contaminated food products to Long Evans rats at GD15 caused a delay in PPS and decreased seminal vesicle weight (Hamm et al. 2003). A single injection of TCDD (1 mg/kg per dose) at GD15 decreased 17-hydroxylase activity and reduced epididymal weights in male offspring at PND30 (Cooke et al. 1998). Thus, in contrast to DES, for PCB and dioxins, the gestational window of exposure is critical for pubertal delay.

A number of synthetic chemicals and byproducts, such as vinclozolin, prochloraz, linuron, DEHP, and DDE, a metabolite of dichlorodiphenyldichloroethane (DDT), have anti-androgenic properties in in vitro assays and have been tested in toxicology studies for pubertal endpoints. Two dicarboximide fungicides, vinclozolin and iprodione (IPRO), used for growing grapes, are androgen receptor antagonists in vitro. Gestational and neonatal treatment of Sprague Dawley rats with vinclozolin had no effect on the age of PPS, but later gavage treatment in pubertal rats caused a 2- to 3-day delay in the
age of PPS (Monosson et al. 1999). In contrast to the delay in PPS timing, the vinclozolin treatment stimulated pituitary LH secretion and prevented normal sex steroid-negative feedback of the HPG axis. This resulted in increased testosterone production and therefore no change in the weights of androgen-responsive male reproductive structures. Other compounds such as lead, methoxychlor, styrene, and IPRO have also been associated with delayed onset of male puberty (Gray et al. 1989, Rasier et al. 2006, Dickerson & Gore 2007, Durrer et al. 2007). Observations of reproductive toxicity in wildlife as well as insights from these and other animal exposure models confirm that pubertal-timing endpoints are sensitive to disruption by hormonally active compounds.

EDCs and human puberty

Humans are exposed to an array of environmental chemicals that exhibit estrogenic or anti-androgenic properties, with potential effects on pubertal development. Despite the bans on highly toxic compounds such as DDT and PCBs as well as efforts to reduce generation of hydrocarbons, these chemicals remain detectable in the environment. This is primarily due to their long half-lives, lipophilic nature, and propensity to bioaccumulate (Diamanti-Kandarakis et al. 2009). Consumption of contaminated fish, meats, and dairy products are a major source of exposure for humans. Human studies to date have focused on high exposures due to industrial accidents. Moreover, most studies have examined more easily assessed surrogate measures of reproductive maturation, such as timing of menarche or semen analysis; therefore, data on pubertal onset or tempo are limited.

Human studies have generally been small and flawed by incomplete exposure assessment and imprecise endpoints with respect to pubertal development. Early signs of pubertal onset and progression may only be detectable on a detailed physical examination, which is rarely performed in epidemiological studies (Rockett et al. 2004). Studies have attempted to use clinical surrogates such as peak growth velocity, but this occurs late in puberty and therefore may correlate with the tempo rather than the onset of puberty. Moreover, confounding exposures to multiple chemicals and the long latency period between exposure and effect make it difficult to draw firm conclusions about the effects of exposure to a single agent. Analysis of pubertal outcomes in epidemiological studies is also complicated by the confounding associations of overnutrition and BMI with pubertal timing and the difficulty in distinguishing the influence of nutrition and BMI from that of EDCs, particularly since foods are a common source of exposure. Nevertheless, the demonstration of associations between exposures and altered pubertal timing, together with supportive animal data, makes it reasonable to conclude that a relationship between EDCs and pubertal timing exists. Many studies report an earlier onset of puberty and faster progression in girls exposed to EDCs, while delayed puberty has been reported in both boys and girls. Several studies, however, have failed to find associations of organochlorine exposures with altered pubertal timing (Gladen et al. 2000, Leijis et al. 2008, Su et al. 2012). Phytoestrogens are plant-derived natural compounds with weak estrogenic activity that are present in soy. In young adult men fed soy formula as infants, no association has been found with pubertal onset or other reproductive outcomes (Strom et al. 2001).

EDCS and earlier pubertal development

Multiple studies have reported associations of environmental chemical exposures with early puberty in girls (Schoeters et al. 2008, Diamanti-Kandarakis et al. 2009, Jacobson-Dickman & Lee 2009, Mouritsen et al. 2010, Toppari & Juul 2010), and a large ongoing multicenter epidemiological study will prospectively explore the associations of childhood measured EDCs with pubertal onset (Biro et al. 2010, 2012). By contrast, the data in boys are limited and less convincing. Observations of a strikingly higher prevalence of precocious puberty in the Viareggio region compared with other areas in Italy (relative risk of 5.73) raised the concern of whether environmental factors were contributory (Massart et al. 2005). A Flemish study of 887 14- to 15-year-old boys found a positive association of concurrent serum concentrations of hexachlorobenzene (HCB), DDE, and PCBs with pubertal development (Den Hond et al. 2010). In this study, a twofold increase in serum HCB and DDE concentrations was associated with an increased odds ratio of being in genital stage 3 or greater of 3.01 and 1.52 respectively, while a twofold increase in the sum of three PCB congeners was associated with an increased odds ratio of 2.98. In a Russian cohort of 499 boys followed annually, analysis revealed a trend toward earlier pubertal onset (genital stage 2 or testicular volume >3 ml) with increasing PCB exposures (Korrick et al. 2011). Thus, childhood exposures to the environmental contaminants, HCB, DDE, and PCB, are associated with earlier pubertal milestones in boys.
EDCs causing delayed pubertal development

The association of EDCs with pubertal delay has been observed in both girls and boys. Among 138 Akwesasne Mohawk Nation girls living in a heavily contaminated area along the St Lawrence River, those with lead levels above the median (1.2 µg/dl) had menarche 10 months later than those with lower levels (12.7 vs 11.8 years; Denham et al. 2005). The association of lead with pubertal delay in girls has been confirmed using the NHANES III database; blood lead levels of 3 µg/dl compared with 1 µg/dl corresponded to delays in reaching all Tanner stages of breast development (Selevan et al. 2003). Lead is also associated with delay in pubertal onset in boys as shown initially in the cross-sectional Russian Children’s study of 489 Russian boys. In this cohort, 8- to 9-year-old boys with blood lead levels ≥ 5 µg/dl were less likely to have onset of puberty assessed by testicular volume than those with lower lead levels (Hauser et al. 2008). Subsequent analysis of longitudinal data in these Russian boys showed that the delay in pubertal onset with blood lead levels ≥ 5 µg/dl was ~6–8 months (Williams et al. 2010). These studies confirm low-level effects of childhood lead exposures on male and female pubertal timing.

Endosulfan is an insecticide that disrupts spermatogenesis in experimental animals. To explore its effects on pubertal development, the sexual maturity rating of 117 boys living in the foothills of cashew plantations sprayed regularly with endosulfan was compared with 90 unexposed controls (Saiedy et al. 2003). The exposed boys had lower sexual maturity rating scores and serum testosterone concentrations than controls, while serum LH was higher, suggesting inhibition of androgen synthesis or decreased responsiveness of the testicular Leydig cells.

The aromatic hydrocarbons include dioxins and dioxin-like compounds that are generated during industrial processes and industrial chemicals such as PCBs that are currently banned but persist in the environment. One method of quantifying the relative AHR-mediated toxicity of these compounds is to determine toxic equivalency (TEQs) in comparison with a highly potent reference compound, TCDD. A Flemish group examined the reproductive effects of exposures to PCBs and dioxin-like compounds in a group of 200 teenagers, ages 15–19 years (Den Hond et al. 2002). They compared sexual maturity stage, testicular volume, and hormone profiles in boys from two contaminated suburbs vs a non-industrialized rural area. The authors estimated PCB exposure based upon measurement of three PCB congeners and an AHR-luciferase cellular assay (CALUX) for dioxin bioactivity. Ninety-two percent of boys living in the less-contaminated suburb and 100% of the rural boys were sexually mature compared with 62% of the boys living in the suburb with two waste incinerators. Testicular volumes of boys living in either suburb were smaller compared with that of rural boys. A doubling of serum PCB 138 concentrations was associated with a 3.5 odds of being in earlier stages of puberty. An ongoing longitudinal cohort study is following pubertal onset and progression by physician examination in relation to measured peripubertal organochlorine, pesticide, and heavy metal concentrations in 489 boys residing in Chapaevsk, Russia (Kotrick et al. 2011). At ages 8–9 years, the median serum TEQ concentration was 21 pg/g lipid (range of 4–175), approximately threefold higher than in European children. In this cohort, higher dioxin TEQs, and serum TCDD and dioxin concentrations, were associated with later pubertal onset, defined as testicular volume > 3 ml. The highest quartile of TCDD concentrations was associated with a delay in attainment of pubertal onset by 5.5 months.

Several groups have examined the effects of EDCs on sex steroid and gonadotropin concentrations in children and adolescents living in contaminated areas (Hsu et al. 2005, Dhooge et al. 2009, English et al. 2012). Dhooge et al. (2009) examined the associations of measured EDC exposures on sex steroid concentrations in 887 14- and 15-year-old boys living in environmentally contaminated areas of Flanders. After adjustment for confounders, they found a negative association of serum cadmium with testosterone and estradiol (E2) concentrations. By contrast, they found a positive association of serum HCB and the sum of PCBs 138, 153, and 180 with serum concentrations of testosterone and E2. The authors note that EDC concentrations in their cohort were relatively low and that these associations might reflect low-dose effects. In a cross-sectional study of 177 farm boys exposed to pesticides and 92 controls, the farm boys had lower serum testosterone and LH values and higher serum E2 levels, suggesting that postnatal childhood exposures could also interfere with normal functioning of the HPG axis (English et al. 2012). The effects of prenatal exposures to non-dioxin-like compounds have been examined in two cohorts. Among 438 adolescent boys from a Faroe Islands birth cohort, prenatal PCB exposures were associated with lower serum LH and testosterone concentrations (Grandjean et al. 2012). A cohort of boys in Taiwan exposed in utero to PCBs and PCDFs have been followed prospectively for health outcomes (Hsu et al. 2005). Of the pubertal boys (older than 13 years), prenatal PCB and PCDF exposures were associated with lower serum testosterone and FSH values. These studies suggest that chemical exposures with endocrine active...
properties may disrupt the HPG axis both centrally and at
the end-organ testicular level to cause changes in serum
hormone concentrations in exposed vs non-exposed
boys without noticeable alterations in pubertal timing.

Conclusions

This review summarizes the few studies that assess the
effects of EDC exposures on male puberty in humans.
Several of these reports demonstrate plausible associations
of exposures with altered onset of puberty, findings that
are consistent with animal data. These findings, in parallel with
the observed secular trends in pubertal timing, support a
role for environmental chemicals in shifting pubertal
development. As yet unknown is whether the changes in
pubertal development pose future health risks for infertility
or other detrimental reproductive or metabolic outcomes.

While the impact of the population shift in pubertal
onset on adult health risks remains to be ascertained,
some studies have reported detrimental effects of early puberty in individuals. Early puberty is associated with
more rapid epiphyseal maturation that leads to short stature in the adult. Moreover, children with earlier
pubertal development are reported to have poor self-image and have an increased risk for substance abuse, risk-taking
behaviors, depression, and eating disorders (Golub et al.
2008). Puberty delay has also been associated with
increased risk for psychosocial pathology such as being
victimized and correlates with risk for eating disorders,
depression, and low bone mineralization. Epidemiological
data suggest an association of earlier menarche with
an increased risk for reproductive cancers. Premature
adrenarche has been associated with later obesity, diabetes
mellitus, and cardiovascular disease. Additional studies
to examine environmental determinants of puberty might
identify modifiable factors and yield insight on possible
preventive measures to improve adult health.
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